SPEEDCASH (SCS) WHITE PAPER v1.0

INTRODUCTION

SpeedCash is a ERC20 Token focused on the Store of value and Trading, in a fully decentralized eco
system, using a smart contract in one of the best cryptocurrencies.

This article abstractly describes a system designed to serve as a store of value and also
be used as a currency and conventional use.
Due to innumerable measures in all governments to combat the economic problem
caused by the pandemic, government spending is having a harmful effect on economies,
an effect that can cause a major depression worldwide causing half the companies to
fail and this it will be catastrophic, so SpeedCash aims to serve as a valuable storage
currency, protecting your capital from government policies that are spending more than
they can afford.

In addition to having the purpose of being a valuable storage currency, SpeedCash can
also be used for purchases and sales in the trade, this like any other coin does (or aims
to), due to a smart contract based on ethereum network which is known for being a
solid, very fast and stable network, making the use of this token for countless other
things besides the purposes mentioned here.

OVERVIEW
Name: SpeedCash
Symbol: SCS
Supply: 587,545
Plataform: Ethereum Network
Standard: ERC-20
Contract Address: 0x81995ff7aee5c780192b47e0b42a7a86692d1415

Team
Guilherme Arris - Specialist in smart contracts.
Manuela Alves - Expert in marketing and web design.
> Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009929282922
Victor Sousa - Developer and lover of cryptocurrencies.

ROADMAP

Q4 - 2020
1. Transition to the New Developers Team.
2. Website Update.
3. Announcement.
4. Smart Contract & Deployment.
5. Marketing & Promotion.
6. Private ICO campaign.
7. Airdrop Program.
8. Listing in new exchange.
9. Social media and communication platforms.
10.Publish Whitepaper

Q1 - 2021
1. Listing in new exchange.

Q2 - 2021
1. Partnership Program.
2. Listing in new big exchange.
3. Second Private ICO campaign.

Q4 - 2021
1. Listing in new exchange.

CAPITAL FOR SOCIAL PURPOSES
The SpeedCash is based on a Sustainable Social Bank where 3% of the total available
cryptocurrency stock will be earmarked for donations, the more the members use it,
more helps these social entities. All capital will be directed to a portfolio and will be
available for withdrawal for the purposes due per voting process.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Dev's Wallet Address:
0x13792d790f884e49edb4be1b3de5d64c47d1d887

tokens allocated to development fund:
91,000 SCS (Exchange Listing, Marketing, Rewards, others...)
tokens allocated to solidarity fund:
15,000 SCS (Animal causes, helps homeless and needy people)

SpeedCash Developers Team.
Contact: admin@scash.ml

